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SUMMARY 

 

Rationale: Anastomotic leakage (AL) is one of the most feared complications after rectal cancer 

surgery. AL leads to a significant increase of postoperative morbidity, long-term surgical 

complications, negative impact on quality of life, higher permanent stoma rates and impaired 

oncological outcome. Our research group recently published a cross-sectional study of outcomes after 

rectal cancer surgery in the Netherlands with a long-term incidence of AL of 20%. The current 

management of AL usually involves a deviating ileostomy, if not performed primarily, in combination 

with “passive” drainage of the abscess cavity via transanal or transcutaneous route. The cross-sectional 

study showed that almost half of the leaks do not heal and may require major salvage surgery. 

Numerous risk factors have been identified for AL. Modifiable surgical factors include tension 

on the anastomosis and anastomotic perfusion. A more recently described pathophysiological 

mechanism relates to the intestinal microbiome. Given the multifactorial etiology, a multi-

interventional program is required for the prevention of AL.  

Mechanical bowel preparation (MBP) with oral antibiotics can lead to a reduction in AL by 

reduction of the fecal bulk and bacterial load. Splenic flexure mobilization (SFM) optimizes a tension-

free anastomosis, particularly for the most distal rectal cancers. Intraoperative real-time fluorescence 

angiography (FA) using indocyanine green (ICG) assesses perfusion, thereby enabling precise 

delineation of bowel transection and final anastomotic vitality. Routine use of this technology has 

been associated with reduced AL rates. 

If AL occurs, early diagnosis and “active” treatment allows for optimal control of pelvic 

sepsis, anastomotic healing and stoma reversal. No international consensus exists on a diagnostic 

pathway for early detection of AL, even though evidence is building for the use of C-reactive protein 

(CRP) in the early postoperative period. Considering “active” treatment our research group 

investigated the impact of endoscopic vacuum-assisted drainage (EVAC) of the abscess cavity in 

combination with early transanal closure of the anastomotic defect. 

In the IMARI-trial we want to address all the interventions mentioned above within existing 

institutional enhanced recovery programs and prehabilitation initiatives (i.e. correction of anemia, 

optimization of nutritional status, cessation of smoking). 

 

Objective: To increase the one year anastomotic integrity rate in patients undergoing total mesorectal 

excision (TME) for rectal cancer by the routine and quality controlled implementation of a multi-

interventional program, which includes: 

1. MBP with oral antibiotics 

2. Tailored full SFM 

3. Intraoperative FA using ICG 
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4. Routine CRP-measurement at day three postoperatively, CT-scan with rectal contrast on 

indication 

5. EVAC with early transanal closure of the anastomotic defect 

 
Study design: This is a multicenter prospective clinical effectiveness trial, whereby current local 

practice (control cohort) will be evaluated, and subsequently compared to the results after 

implementation of the multi-interventional program (intervention cohort). First, the control cohort will 

finish accrual. After finishing accrual of the control cohort, the full multi-interventional program will 

be implemented and checked for quality over a three month period in all participating hospitals, 

followed by accrual in the intervention cohort. Anastomotic integrity at one year will be determined by 

a CT-scan in all included patients. 

 

Study population: Patients with primary rectal cancer and scheduled for a TME with planned 

restoration of bowel continuity, including patients for completion TME after previous local excision or 

regrowth in a watch and wait protocol. 

 

Intervention: In the intervention cohort all perioperative measures will be implemented, described 

under ‘Objective’. 

 

Main study parameters/endpoints: The primary endpoint of the IMARI-trial is anastomotic integrity 

at one year postoperative. The most important secondary aim is to determine the impact on the 

incidence of AL within 30 and 90 days and one year post-operation. Other outcomes include quality of 

life, protocol compliance, changes in rectal microbiome, FA details and other postoperative outcomes.  

 

Nature and extent of the burden and risks associated with participation, benefit and group 

relatedness:  Patients are asked to fill in questionnaires before surgery, 90 days and 1 year after the 

operation. Furthermore, stool samples will be taken for microbiota-analysis preoperative and 4 days 

post-operative. When patients develop AL, an additional swab will be taken from the presacral cavity. 

At one year a CT-scan will be performed to assess the primary endpoint. According to the guideline 

synopsis of non-metastatic colorectal cancer, a routine CT-scan at one year should be performed for 

follow-up.  
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1. INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE 

 

Problem 

Colorectal cancer is one of the most common types of cancer worldwide, with the incidence still 

increasing. In the Netherlands about 2900 patients are being treated for rectal cancer each year. 

Oncological outcomes have improved since the introduction of pre-operative radiotherapy and the 

optimized radical resections, but this comes at a cost of treatment-induced morbidity and mortality. 

 The most dreaded complication after rectal cancer surgery is anastomotic leakage (AL), and occurs 

in up to 20% of the patients(1-3). AL leads to a significant increase of postoperative morbidity, long-

term surgical complications, negative impact on quality of life, higher permanent stoma rates and 

impaired oncological outcome(4). The current management of AL usually involves a deviating 

ileostomy, if not performed primarily, in combination with “passive” drainage of the abscess cavity 

via transanal or transcutaneous route. Our research group recently published a cross-sectional study of 

outcomes after rectal cancer surgery, and the study showed that almost half of the leaks do not heal 

and may require major salvage surgery(2). 

 

Solution 

Prevention and treatment of AL is necessary to improve patient cancer outcomes and quality of life. 

 Numerous risk factors have been identified for AL(3). Modifiable surgical factors include tension 

on the anastomosis and anastomotic perfusion. A more recently described pathophysiological 

mechanism relates to the intestinal microbiome(5-7). Several studies show that the microbiome 

potentially effects cancer recurrence and metastatic disease(6-8). As such mechanic bowel preparation 

(MBP) with oral antibiotics can lead to a reduction in AL by reduction of the fecal bulk and bacterial 

load(9), and might also improve oncological outcomes. Splenic flexure mobilization (SFM) optimizes 

a tension-free anastomosis, particularly for the most distal rectal cancers. Intraoperative real-time 

fluorescence angiography (FA) using indocyanine green (ICG) assesses perfusion, thereby enabling 

precise delineation of bowel transection and final anastomotic vitality. Routine use of this technology 

has been associated with reduced AL rates(10). 

 Considering “active” treatment our research group investigated the impact of endoscopic vacuum-

assisted drainage (EVAC) of the abscess cavity in combination with early transanal closure of the 

anastomotic defect(11). 

 In the IMARI-trial we want to address all the interventions mentioned above within existing 

institutional enhanced recovery programs and prehabilitation initiatives (i.e. correction of anemia, 

optimization nutritional status, cessation of smoking). 
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Summary of literature 

Mechanical bowel preparation with oral antibiotics 

Surgical site infections (SSI), including intra-abdominal abscesses, might be associated with intestinal 

faecal bulk and bacterial load. Reducing only the faecal bulk with only MBP has shown to have no 

effect on SSI. However, when MBP is combined with oral antibiotics, a significant reduction in AL 

has been described in colorectal cancer and inflammatory bowel disease patients(9, 12-17) while only 

oral antibiotics has a more limited effect (OR 0.70, 0.55–0.88 vs OR 0.47, 0.42–0.53)(15). The most 

recent meta-analysis of MBP with oral antibiotics revealed that preoperative antibiotics were 

associated with lower AL rates after elective colorectal procedures (OR 0.59, 0.53-0.67; p<0.001)(12). 

As a result, MBP combined with preoperative oral antibiotics results in a reduction in hospital stay and 

an earlier return to work(12, 15, 17). Currently, 75% of the colorectal surgeons in Europe prescribe 

MBP for colon surgery and in 95% for rectal surgery, and 11% of the colorectal surgeons combine it 

with preoperative oral antibiotics(18). Therefore, the introduction of the combination of MBP with 

preoperative oral antibiotics in all participating hospitals may lead to a reduction of AL. 

 

Splenic flexure mobilization 

A tension-free anastomosis is crucial for anastomotic healing, and anatomical studies prove that SFM 

is required for adequate mobilization of the afferent colonic conduit. Particularly if the sigmoid colon 

is resected with an anastomosis at the level of the pelvic floor, SFM is mandatory to obtain sufficient 

length(19, 20). Additional full SFM can offer approximately 30cm of additional length, and can be 

combined with either a low or high-tie on the inferior mesenteric artery(19, 21, 22). SFM during 

laparoscopic low anterior resections (LAR) is a safe and feasible option(21, 23), and seems 

advantageous as it avoids tension-related morbidity, does not excessively prolongs operation time, and 

leads to wider oncologic resection(21, 24). 

 

Perfusion assessment 

Intraoperative FA using ICG can visualize perfusion of the bowel selected for anastomotic 

reconstruction, which in turn aids the surgeon’s decision making on the anastomotic site(25). FA using 

ICG relies on a camera able to excite and detect the emission of ICG in the near infrared fluorescence 

spectrum. After intravenous administration, ICG rapidly binds to plasma proteins and is transported 

intravascular with minimal leakage to the interstitium, making ICG an ideal marker for perfusion. ICG 

is registered for in human use in numerous European countries, including the Netherlands, and is safe 

to use as toxicity and allergic reactions rarely occur (1:10,000, as reported by manufacturer)(26). FA 

has already been described to be safe and readily achievable of perfusion assessment in colorectal 

surgery(10, 27, 28). A recent meta-analysis, including 1302 patients, showed low AL rates when FA 

was applied, especially in rectal cancer surgery (ICG 1.1% vs non-ICG 6.1%; p=0.02, OR 0.34, 0.16-
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0.74; p=0.006))(10). Therefore, introducing FA in all participating hospitals may lead to a reduction of 

AL. 

 

Early detection of AL 

Currently, no standard diagnostic examination is being performed for the early detection of AL. 

Although some leaks present early after surgery with a fulminant onset of sepsis, most leaks become 

clinically evident 8-12 days postoperatively. A meta-analysis by Singh et al showed that the value of 

CRP measured at day 3-5 postoperatively after colorectal surgery is a useful negative predictive 

test(29). This is in line with other studies(30, 31). The derived CRP cut-off values by Singh et al were 

172 mg/l on day 3, 124 mg/l on day 4 and 144 on day 5 post-operation. CRP at these time points had 

high negative predictive value (97%), and low positive predictive value (21-23%) for AL. An earlier 

time point is more useful clinically as it allows an earlier assessment for leakage and initiation of 

appropriate management. 

 

Results of own research 

EVAC treatment 

AL after low pelvic anastomosis has various treatment options, but are not always successful. The 

abscess is most commonly treated by “passive” drainage either percutaneously or transanally. In a 

recently published Dutch nationwide study, our research group showed an anastomotic leak rate of 

20%. We found that almost half of the leaks, which are treated with current “passive” management, do 

not heal and may require major salvage surgery(2). This means that 10% of the patients had a chronic 

presacral sinus after one year. Also another study found that half of the leaks might not heal with this 

conventional treatment(32). 

 Management of the chronic sinus means major surgery taking down the leaking anastomosis 

followed by either redo anastomosis or intersphincteric proctectomy with omentoplasty and permanent 

colostomy(33). EVAC treatment seems to be a valuable alternative treatment option(34). By changing 

the EVAC-sponge two times per week and tapering the size of the EVAC-sponge systematically, the 

abscess cavity gradually collapses. This technique is labor-intensive, expensive and takes several 

weeks until closure is achieved(34). Against all surgical principles, it was hypothesized that an 

anastomotic defect could be closed transanally after the presacral abscess cavity was cleaned using a 

short course of EVAC treatment. This technique seems to be successful in patients with AL after ileal 

pouch-anal anastomosis for ulcerative colitis and familial adenomatous polyposis in comparison to 

conventional treatment(35). Secondary anastomotic healing was achieved in all patients in the early 

surgical closure group, which was significantly higher compared to 52% in the conventional treatment 

group, without a significant difference in direct medical costs. Although promising, more research was 

needed to evaluate if this success rate can also be achieved in rectal cancer patients who underwent 

low anterior resection, especially after neo-adjuvant radiotherapy. To answer this question, we 
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performed a prospective cohort study including 30 patients and showed that anastomotic healing was 

achieved in 79% of the patients at 12 months, with a direct medical cost of only €8933,-(11). In our 

research we show that EVAC treatment with transanally closure of the defect seems to result in an 

earlier and more successful closure of the anastomotic defect, without increasing direct medical costs. 

Therefore, EVAC deserves to be included in the current treatment strategy of AL. 

 

Perfusion assessment 

Adequate blood supply of the anastomosis is one of the key factors to warrant anastomotic integrity. 

The current strategy to evaluate the anastomotic perfusion is by visual assessment and palpation of 

pulsating vessels. Near infrared imaging for perfusion assessment is reported to aid the surgeon in the 

decision making on the site of the anastomosis. The principal investigator of our research group has 

been involved in research investigating the additive value of FA using ICG. First a feasibility study 

showed that perfusion angiography of colorectal anastomosis at the time of their laparoscopic 

construction is feasible and readily achievable with minimal added intraoperative time(36, 37). 

Thorough research in literature encouraged the use of FA using ICG as it holds great potential for 

intraoperative guidance(38). These promising results were reason for the execution of a prospective 

multi-centre phase II trial recruiting 504 patients(27). In the study FA resulted in a change in the site 

of bowel division in 5.8% with no subsequent leaks in these patients. The study showed the overall 

leak rate for colorectal operations not involving FA 5.8%, compared to 2.6% with use of FA (p = 

0.009). For LARs alone, the leak rates were 10.7% (39 of 365) versus 3% (3 of 90) (p = 0.031). In 

conclusion, the study showed that FA can be used to assess intestinal vascularity before and after 

anastomosis, and that use of FA leads to a significant reduction of AL in LAR and overall colorectal 

operations. 

 This is in concordance with literature as a recent meta-analysis, including 1302 patients, showed 

low AL rates when FA was applied, especially in rectal cancer surgery (ICG 1.1% vs non-ICG 6.1%; 

p=0.02)(10). The multicentre phase II trial by Ris et al was published after the execution of the 

systematic review and meta-analysis, and thus was not concluded. Currently our research group is 

participating in an international RCT to investigate the effect of FA on anastomotic leakage. 

 

Surgical site infection 

One of the members of our project group is currently member of the WHO Guidelines Development 

Group. Recently this group published a WHO recommendation on preoperative measures for SSI 

prevention(39). On the basis of systematic literature reviews and expert consensus they presented 13 

recommendations, including MBP and the use of oral antibiotics. Meta-analysis showed that 

preoperative MBP combined with oral antibiotics reduces SSI compared with MBP alone (combined 

OR 0.56, 0.37-0.83). They concluded that preoperative oral antibiotics should be used in combination 

with MBP in adult patients undergoing elective colorectal surgery to reduce the risk of SSI conditional 
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recommendation, moderate quality of evidence). 

 

Rationale for the IMARI-study  

The IMARI-trial addresses a relevant, frequently occurring, and unresolved clinical problem after 

rectal cancer surgery. Patients diagnosed with AL often suffer from a complicated, protracted 

postoperative course, including ICU stay, (non-)surgical reinterventions, resulting in significant 

physical and psychological distress. Even after initial recovery, a subgroup of patient will develop 

chronic pelvic infectious complications with a high permanent stoma rate. This heavily affects quality 

of life, and increases the risk of local recurrence and decreases survival rates. By increasing the chance 

of long-term anastomotic integrity, the IMARI-trial contributes to more cure and better quality of life. 
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2. OBJECTIVES 

 

The primary objective of the IMARI-trial is to increase the one year anastomotic integrity rate in 

patients undergoing total mesorectal excision (TME) for rectal cancer by the routine and quality 

controlled implementation of a multi-interventional program, which includes: 

1. MBP with oral antibiotics 

2. Tailored full SFM 

3. Intraoperative FA using ICG 

4. Routine CRP-measurement at day three postoperatively, CT-scan with rectal contrast on indication 

5. EVAC with early transanal closure of the anastomotic defect 
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3. STUDY DESIGN 

 

The IMARI-trial is a multicenter prospective clinical effectiveness trial, whereby current local practice 

(control cohort) will be evaluated, and subsequently compared to the results after implementation of 

the multi-interventional program (intervention cohort). All participating hospitals will recruit patients 

for the control cohort. After finishing accrual of the control cohort (N=244), the full multi-

interventional program will be implemented in all participating hospitals and checked for quality over 

a three month period, followed by accrual in the intervention cohort (N=244).  

 The trial will be carried out in 17 hospitals in the Netherlands. Anastomotic integrity at one year 

will be determined by a CT-scan in all included patients. 

 The design of this trial can also be found in the Appendix B ‘Trial design’. 
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4. STUDY POPULATION 

 

4.1 Population (base)  

Patients with primary rectal cancer and scheduled for a TME with planned restoration of bowel 

continuity. 

 

4.2 Inclusion criteria 

In order to be eligible to participate in this study, a subject must meet all of the following criteria: 

1) Patients with a diagnosis of primary rectal cancer with the lower border below the level of the 

sigmoid take-off on MRI, or regrowth in a watch and wait protocol, or undergoing 

completion/salvage surgery after local excision; 

2) Age above 18; 

3) Able to fill in questionnaires in Dutch and to come to out-patient-clinic visits; 

4) Written informed consent. 

 

4.3 Exclusion criteria 

A potential subject who meets any of the following criteria will be excluded from participation in this 

study: 

1) Patients not undergoing resection with colo-rectal/anal anastomosis; 

2) Local recurrent rectal cancer; 

3) Locally advanced rectal cancer requiring extended or multi-visceral excision; 

4) Synchronous colonic resections; 

 

4.4 Sample size calculation 

In a Dutch nationwide study, the AL rate was 20%, with anastomotic integrity of 90% after one year. 

Meta-analysis of MBP with oral antibiotics revealed that preoperative antibiotics were associated with 

lower AL rates (OR 0.59, 0.53-0.67; p<0.001)(12). Pooled analysis of studies using routine FA 

showed an OR of 0.34 (0.16-0.74;p=0.006)(10). Together with full SFM, the estimated reduction in 

AL rate is 50%. In the CLEAN-study, treatment with EVAC and early surgical closure resulted in 

anastomotic healing in two thirds of the patients(11). Therefore, we hypothesized that the combination 

of all interventions will increase the anastomotic integrity rate from 90% to 97% at one year. 

Applying a Chi-square test with a two-sided 0.05 significance level and 80% power, and with an 

estimated drop-out of 10%, a total number of 488 patients (244 per cohort) are needed to be able to 

detect a 7% increase in anastomotic integrity by insertion of the combined interventions.  
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5. TREATMENT OF SUBJECTS 

 

5.1 Standard care of the control arm 

Patients will receive standard care in all participating hospitals for the control cohort. Patients will be 

asked to fill in questionnaires at inclusion, 90 days and one year after surgery. Microbiota-analysis 

will be performed by taking stool samples preoperatively (before start of any MBP or preoperative 

antibiotics, if part of local protocol) and at day 4. During surgery a swab will be taken from the anas-

tomotic site and the donut from the operation will also be used. When patients develop an AL, an addi-

tional swab of the presacral cavity will be taken. Patients will be followed for one year, with a CT-

scan at one year to meet the primary endpoint.  

 

5.2 Investigational treatment 

In the IMARI-trial the multi-interventional program will be implemented within existing institutional 

enhanced recovery programs and prehabilitation initiatives (i.e. correction of anemia, optimization of 

nutritional status, cessation of smoking). The trial interventions of the multi-interventional program 

will be discussed below. 

 

Mechanical bowel preparation with oral antibiotics 

MBP will be achieved the day before surgery by oral administration of 2 litres of polyethylene glycol 

(movi-prep) or sodium phosphate.  

 The following antibiotic scheme will be implemented(40, 41) (also according to unpublished work 

from the SELECT(42) and pre-caution trial(43)):  

Five millilitres of selective digestive decontamination (SDD) solution be administered four times daily 

during the three days prior to surgery. Every five millilitres contains: colistine 100 mg, tobramycine 

80 mg, and amphotericine B 500 mg. 

 

Microbiota-analysis: 

Microbiota-analysis will be performed by taking stool samples preoperatively (before start MBP or 

antibiotics) and 4 days after surgery. During surgery the spare donut of the resection (that is not 

submitted for pathological evaluation) and a swab from the anastomotic site will be submitted for 

microbiota-analysis. When patients develop AL, an additional swab from the presacral cavity will be 

taken. Samples will be stored at the Tytgat Institute in Amsterdam UMC, location AMC. Microbiota 

profiling will be done in the Amsterdam UMC, location AMC, using an Illumina Miseq platform. In 

addition, we intend to perform metatranscriptomics on selected samples to look for presence and 

activity of collagenolytic Enterococcus faecalis and additional detrimental species for anastomotic 
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integrity. 

 

Tailored full splenic flexure mobilization 

A full SFM will be routinely performed for low rectal cancer according to the LOREC definition for 

low rectal cancer(44, 45). In accordance with the LOREC definition of low rectal cancer, a tumor is 

considered low if the distal border is located distal to the point where the levator ani muscles insert on 

the pelvic bone on sagittal MRI(45). For all other (mid-)rectal cancers that will be treated by TME, 

full SFM can be considered to create a tension-free anastomosis. 

 

Surgical procedure: 

Before or after ligation of the inferior mesenteric artery (low or high tie, according to the surgeon’s 

preference) the splenic flexure is fully mobilized. This can be done either from medial to lateral or 

lateral to medial. For a full SFM the inferior mesenteric vein requires to be divided at the lower border 

of the pancreas just lateral to the angle of Treitz. Furthermore the mesentery of the distal transverse 

colon needs to be completely released from the body and tail of the pancreas with full release of the 

omentum from the distal transverse colon.  

 

Intraoperative FA using ICG 

Intraoperative FA using ICG will be performed in all patients to assess perfusion prior to division of 

the bowel at the planned proximal transection point and after anastomotic construction. ICG will be 

administered intravenously at least once during the operation for perfusion assessment using 

nearinfrared laparoscopy. The specifics of each operation, including the decision to make a change to 

the planned anastomosis following FA assessment, will be at the discretion of the operating surgeon. 

After mobilization of the rectum, an intracorporeal or extracorporeal assessment technique can be 

used. The method used will be captured on the intraoperative CRF. First, the proximal colon will be 

assessed under white light and the point of planned transection marked. For extracorporeal methods, 

the white light (WL) assessment can be performed under direct vision without the use of the 

laparoscope if preferred. Additional aides to perfusion assessment, such as evaluation of the marginal 

artery supply, are allowed during WL assessment. A bolus of 0.1mg/kg of 2.5-5mg/ml ICG 

(reconstituted as per the manufacturer’s instructions) will be administered intravenously via a 

peripherally sited cannula. 

 

Proximal transection assessment: 

- Intracorporeal: the colonic and rectal stump perfusion will be assessed using near infrared 

laparoscopy (e.g. Novadaq PINPOINT - laparoscopic surgery; Firefly – robotic surgery etc.). The 

maximum intensity of fluorescence in the proximal colon and rectal stump will be assessed 

subjectively as “clearly fluorescent”, “borderline fluorescence”, or “no fluorescence”. Any change in 
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the planned transection level or revision of the rectal stump as a result of FA assessment will be 

recorded. 

- Extracorporeal; with the exteriorized bowel only FA assessment of the proximal bowel is possible. 

The maximum intensity of fluorescence in the proximal colon will be assessed subjectively as “clearly 

fluorescent”, “borderline fluorescence”, or “no fluorescence”. Any change in the planned transection 

level as a result of FA assessment will be recorded. 

 

Anastomosis assessment: 

Colo-anal anastomosis will be performed according to surgeon’s preference (hand-sewn, stapled, end-

to-end, end-to-side, colo-pouch etc.), followed by assessment of anastomotic perfusion after a second 

bolus of 0.1mg/kg of ICG administered via a peripheral cannula. The intensity of fluorescence in the 

proximal colon and rectal stump will be subjectively recorded as “clear fluorescence”, “borderline 

fluorescence”, or “no fluorescence”. Any anastomotic revision will be recorded. Use of a deviating 

stoma will be at the discretion of the surgeon, with the reason for deviation and the relation to FA 

assessment will be documented. 

A third dose of ICG is allowed as preferred by the operating surgeon with, the dose and timing 

recorded on the CRF. 

 

Routine CRP-measurement at day three postoperatively and CT-scan with rectal contrast on 

indication 

In the multi-interventional program the CRP measurement will be performed on day three 

postoperatively. A cut-off value of 172 mg/l will be maintained. When the value rises above 172 mg/l 

and there is a clinical suspicion for AL, a CT-scan with rectal contrast will be performed. When there 

is no clinical suspicion, CRP measurement will be repeated at day four postoperatively. When the 

value is stable or higher, a CT-scan with rectal contrast will be performed to exclude AL. For the flow 

diagram see Appendix C ‘Post-operative management algorithm’. 

 

EVAC with early transanal closure of the anastomotic defect 

If the CT-scan with rectal contrast reveals a leak and/or presacral abscess, all participating centers will 

contact the initiating center (Amsterdam UMC) for consultation and a deviating ileostomy will be 

constructed, if not created primarily. Transanal endoscopy will evaluate the characteristics of AL 

(ischemia, significant retraction of the afferent colon, extent of dehiscence and/or anastomotic fistula). 

If the cavity is suitable, EVAC treatment will start and endo-sponges will be placed. Every four days 

the AL and cavity will be evaluated by the gastroenterologist and surgeon, and if necessary new 

sponges will be placed. When the cavity is clean and there is no/minimal retraction of the afferent 

loop, the cavity will be closed transanally and re-evaluated after 2 weeks by endoscopy.  
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If the first endoscopic evaluation shows ischemia, significant retraction of the afferent colon, and 

extent of dehiscence, a different pathway will be followed. Either an early or late re-do of the 

anastomosis, with closure of the deviating stoma on the long-term, or a permanent colostomy with 

intersphincteric proctectomy and omentoplasty will be performed. For more information, see 

Appendix D  ‘Pro-active management algorithm’.  
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6. METHODS 

6.1 Study parameters/endpoints 

6.1.1 Main study parameter/endpoint 

The primary endpoint of the IMARI-trial is anastomotic integrity at one year postoperative. 

6.1.2 Secondary study parameters/endpoints  

The most important secondary aim is to determine the impact on the incidence of AL within 30 and 90 
days and one year post-operation. 

6.1.3 Other study parameters  

 1. Quality of life (EQ-5D, QLQ-C30, QLQ-CR29) and functional outcomes (LARS, UDI-6, IIQ-7, 

IIEF for male and MFSFQ for female) pre-op, 90 days post-op and one year after operation. 

 2. Protocol compliance to any intervention 

 3. Compliance in association to AL 

 4. Changes in rectal microbiome and correlation to AL 

 5. Change in management due to FA using ICG 

  i. Site of proximal bowel division used for anastomosis  

  ii. Redo anastomosis or reinforcement of anastomosis after construction 

  anastomosis 

  iii. Decision for diverting stoma 

iv. Decision for Hartmann or abdominoperineal resection rather than restorative 

procedure 

 6. Diagnostic accuracy of CRP for AL 

 7. Efficacy of EVAC with early transanal closure of the anastomotic defect 

 8. Permanent stoma rate 

 9. Temporary stoma rate and stoma duration 

 10. Operative and post-operative complications within 30 days of operation (using the Clavien- 

 Dindo classification of surgical complications) 

 11. Death 

 12. Hospital stay 

 13. Reintervention rate 

 14. Overall and stoma-related readmission 

 15. Local recurrence at one year post-operation 

 16. Cost analysis of AL and EVAC therapy 
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6.2 Study procedures 

The intervention group will receive care according to the ERAS protocol including the multi-

interventional program, as extensively described in chapter 5.2. The multi-interventional program 

includes: 

1. MBP with oral antibiotics 

2. Tailored full SFM 

3. Intraoperative FA using ICG 

4. Routine CRP-measurement at day three postoperatively, CT-scan with rectal contrast on 

indication 

5. EVAC with early transanal closure of the anastomotic defect 

 

Questionnaires 

To measure quality of life, several questionnaires will be used. These questionnaires will be sent to the 

patients’ home addresses, accompanied by a return envelope provided with postage stamps and the 

address of the hospital. Patients will be asked to fill in questionnaires at inclusion and 90 days post-op 

and 1 year after surgery.  

The following questionnaires will be used: 

EuroQol 5D (EQ-5D): This is a standardized instrument developed by the EuroQol Group as a measure 

of health-related quality of life. 

Global quality of life (EORTC-QLQ-C30): This questionnaire contains the global quality of life 

dimension in cancer patients. 

Global quality of life (EORTC-QLQ-CR29): This questionnaire is developed to assess the quality of 

life in colorectal patients.  

Low Anterior Resection Syndrome score (LARS score): This questionnaire is designed to collect data 

on bowel dysfunction following a low anterior resection for rectal cancer. 

Urogenital Distress Inventory (UDI-6) and Incontinence Impact Questionnaire (IIQ-7): These 

questionnaires are developed to assess urinary distress and incontinence symptoms in men and women, 

and coherent quality of life. 

International Index of Erectile Function (IIEF): This questionnaire is developed to assess male sexual 

function. 

McCoy Female Sexuality Questionnaire (MFSQ): This questionnaire is developed to assess female 

sexual function. 

 

Other outcomes 

Preoperative, during surgery, 4 days post-operative and when patients develop AL, samples will be 

collected for microbiota-analysis.  
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Patients will be followed for one year during routine outpatient clinic visits for surgical and 

oncological follow-up. At 12 months a CT-scan will be performed to meet the primary endpoint. The 

CT-scan at 12 months is standard of care(46).  

For the flow diagram for patients see Appendix E ‘Schema te doorlopen stappen voor deelnemers’.  

 

6.3 Withdrawal of individual subjects 

Subjects can leave the study at any time for any reason if they wish to do so without any 

consequences. The investigator can decide to withdraw a subject from the study for urgent medical 

reasons. 

 

6.4 Follow-up of subjects withdrawn from treatment 

Patients whom have withdrawn from the study, but are still willing in participating in the follow-up 

will be followed according to the specifications of the patient.  

 

6.5 Premature termination of the study 

Premature termination of the study is not expected. 

Halfway through the accrual of the intervention group, an interim analysis will assess protocol com-

pliance to the multi-interventional program. If protocol compliance is not fully achieved, three months 

of education and protocol training will follow, during which accrual will be continued.  
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7. SAFETY REPORTING 
 

7.1 Temporary halt for reasons of subject safety 

In accordance to section 10, subsection 4, of the WMO, the sponsor will suspend the study if there is 

sufficient ground that continuation of the study will jeopardize subject health or safety. The sponsor 

will notify the accredited METC without undue delay of a temporary halt including the reason for such 

an action. The study will be suspended pending a further positive decision by the accredited METC. 

The investigator will take care that all subjects are kept informed.  

 

7.2 AEs and SAEs  

7.2.1 Adverse events (AEs) 

Adverse events are defined as any undesirable experience occurring to a subject during the study, 

whether or not considered related to the multi-interventional program. All adverse events reported 

spontaneously by the subject or observed by the investigator or his staff are recorded. 

7.2.2 Serious adverse events (SAEs) 

A serious adverse event is any untoward medical occurrence or effect that  

- results in death; 

- is life threatening (at the time of the event); 

- requires hospitalisation or prolongation of existing inpatients’ hospitalisation; 

- results in persistent or significant disability or incapacity; 

- is a congenital anomaly or birth defect; or 

- any other important medical event that did not result in any of the outcomes listed above 

due to medical or surgical intervention but could have been based upon appropriate 

judgement by the investigator. 

 

NOTE: The following situations do not need to be reported as SAEs: 

- Any admission unrelated to an AE, e.g., for labour/delivery, cosmetic surgery, social and/or 

convenience admissions to a hospital. 

- Elective hospitalisation (planned before the subject consented for study participation) for pre-

existing conditions that did not exacerbate during the study period as judged by the clinical 

investigator and where admission did not take longer than anticipated. 

- Admission for diagnosis or therapy of a condition that existed before the start of the study and has 

not increased in severity or frequency as judged by the clinical investigator.  

- Protocol-specified admission, e.g., for a procedure required by the study protocol. 
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- Anticipated day-to-day fluctuations of pre-existing disease(s) or condition(s) present at the start of 

the study that do not worsen. 

 

7.3  Recording procedures for AE’s 

All AE’s observed by the investigator or his staff, or reported by the subject, whether or not related to 

the investigational medicinal product, are recorded in the subject’s medical dossier and in the CRF. 

AEs need to be recorded till end of study within the Netherlands, as defined in the protocol.  

 

7.4 Reporting procedures for SAEs   

In the control cohort, the investigator will not report SAE’s to the sponsor, since patients will receive 

standard care and any SAE’s occurring in the control cohort can reasonably be expected. 

In the intervention cohort, the investigator will report all SAEs to the sponsor without undue delay 

after obtaining knowledge of the events. The sponsor will report the SAEs through the web portal 

ToetsingOnline to the accredited METC that approved the protocol, within 7 days of first knowledge 

for SAEs that result in death or are life threatening followed by a period of maximum of 8 days to 

complete the initial preliminary report. All other SAEs will be reported within a period of maximum 

15 days after the sponsor has first knowledge of the serious adverse events. 

SAEs in the intervention cohort need to be reported till end of study within the Netherlands, as defined 

in the protocol.  

 

7.5 Follow-up of adverse events 

All AEs are followed until they have abated, or until a stable situation has been reached. Depending on 

the event, follow up may require additional tests or medical procedures as indicated, and/or referral to 

the general physician or a medical specialist. AEs that are still ongoing at the end of the study period 

must be followed up to determine the final outcome.  

 

7.6 Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB)  

This study is considered a low risk trial, in which patients in both study groups are subjected to 

operations that are already being performed in clinical practice in the Amsterdam UMC, location 

AMC. Therefore, no DSMB will be assigned. 
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8. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

8.1 Primary study parameter(s) 

The primary endpoint, anastomotic integrity, will be compared between the two trial cohorts (control 

and intervention cohort) using a two-sided Chi-square test with a significance level of 0.05. Statistical 

analyses will be performed using SPSS software for Windows version 25. 

 

8.2 Secondary study parameter(s)  

The incidence of AL in each cohort will be summarized for the following time points: within 30 and 

90 days post-operation, and one year postoperatively. The analysis will compare leak rates between 

the cohorts using generalized estimating equations model adjusting for the stratification factors. This 

approach will be used to test the two-sided hypothesis that the AL rate is equal in both cohorts (i.e. an 

odds ratio of 1), considering the 95% confidence interval and a p-value of 0.05. 

 Other secondary endpoints with binary measures (compliance to protocol, change in management 

due to FA, permanent or temporary stoma rate, complications, rate of re-intervention and death) will 

be analyzed using multi-variable logistic regression adjusting for the stratification factors. 

 Secondary endpoints with continuous measures – e.g. length of stay – will be analyzed using linear 

regression models adjusting for the stratification factors. When the data is not normally distributed, the 

data will be transformed to achieve normal distribution. 

 The secondary endpoint ‘duration of temporary stoma’ will be analyzed using a cox-regression 

model with adjusting for the stratification factors. 

 

Analysis of quality of life data 

Quality of life data will be graphically represented across all time points and analyzed according to the 

manuals and will presented as domain and summarized scores. Questionnaire outcome comparisons 

will be analyzed using linear mixed models. 
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9. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

9.1 Regulation statement 

This study will be conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki (Fortaleza, 

Brasil, October 2013) and in accordance with the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act 

(WMO) and other guidelines, regulations and Acts.  

 

9.2 Recruitment and consent 

Suitable patients will be approached for entry into the trial at the first outpatient visit at the surgery 

department after the diagnosis of rectal cancer has been made. The rationale for the trial is explained 

to the patient. A written patient information sheet is provided and patients will be given the 

opportunity to ask questions. In the control cohort, the willing patients are asked to sign the informed 

consent form at the first outpatient visit. If an additional reflection period is required, willing patients 

will be asked to sign the informed consent form at a later moment. In the intervention cohort, the 

willing patients are asked to sign the informed consent after a sufficient reflection period. Informed 

consent will be obtained before any trial intervention in both cohorts. Written informed consent is 

taken by surgeons, surgical registrars or trained research nurses. When consent has been obtained, the 

original form is kept in the trial file and a copy is given to the patient. Baseline data as well as baseline 

questionnaires are collected. 

The patient information sheet (PIF) consists of two versions: one for the control cohort and one for the 

intervention cohort. The PIF for the control cohort will give general information to the patient and 

asks permission for the use of their data for research purposes. The PIF for the intervention and 

intervention registration cohort will extensively explain the multi-interventional program. We chose 

two different PIFs, because patients do not have a choice between the cohorts due to subsequent 

accrual of the control and intervention cohort. 

 

9.3 Objection by minors or incapacitated subjects (if applicable) 

Minors and legally incompetent adults are excluded from the trial. 

 

9.4 Benefits and risks assessment, group relatedness 

Patients included in the control cohort do not directly benefit from participation in this study nor will 

they be exposed to any risks or burden. Patients included in the intervention cohort might benefit from 

the implementation of the multi-interventional program in the current ERAS protocol. However, the 

study may generate further insight on the interpretation and support further implementation of the 

multi-interventional program, with the aim to decrease AL in future patients undergoing TME with 

anastomotic reconstruction. 
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9.5 Compensation for injury 

The sponsor/investigator has a liability insurance which is in accordance with article 7 of the WMO. 

  

The sponsor (also) has an insurance which is in accordance with the legal requirements in the 

Netherlands (Article 7 WMO). This insurance provides cover for damage to research subjects through 

injury or death caused by the study. 

The insurance applies to the damage that becomes apparent during the study or within 4 years after the 

end of the study. 

 

9.6 Incentives (if applicable) 

Enrolled patients will not receive any special incentives, compensation or treatment through 

participation in this trial. 
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10. ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS, MONITORING AND PUBLICATION 

10.1 Handling and storage of data and documents 

Every included patient will be assigned a three digit study number. Communication occurs only with 

this number. The full name and birth date of the patient will only be recorded on the informed consent 

form.    

A study coordinator coordinates the study, monitors patient inclusion and protocol steps, data 

collection, data entry, preparation and performs analyses and will report the data. Continuous data 

monitoring, and data collection on a CRF will guarantee complete and real-time prospective recording 

of data. Data will be collected and stored at the AMC in a separate, closed room. 

The samples for the microbiota analysis will be stored in an Tytgat Institute freezer (-80), with full 

certification. The samples will be labelled with the three digit study number. The samples will be 

stored for 10 years after the end of the study and may be used for additional analyses concerning the 

role of microbiota on the mucosa in the future.  

 

10.2 Monitoring and Quality Assurance  

Monitoring 

The study will be monitored. Monitoring is requested at the Clinical Research Unit (see document ‘K5 

Bevestiging aanvraag centrale CRU-monitoring IMARI trial’). The monitoring plan will be 

determined after the first intake for initiation of monitoring.  

 

Educational program 

To ensure quality of the multi-interventional program, an educational program prior to the start of the 

inclusion of intervention cohort will be organized. Educational videos will be provided on full SFM 

and EVAC with early transanal closure. Random checks of procedural videos will ensure 

quality of the full flexure mobilization. Two workshops on EVAC with early transanal closure will be 

given for both surgeons and gastro-enterologists. EVAC and early transanal closure in the first two to 

five patients in every center will be guided on site by the surgeons of this project group. All EVAC 

procedures and early transanal closures will be recorded and checked for quality by the surgeons of 

this project group. A system for remote proctoring will ensure quality throughout the entire trial 

period. 

 

Description of work 

The execution of central data management will be performed by a PhD-student and a research nurse. 

In addition, the local data management will be performed by the local investigator and monitored by 

the research nurse. The continuous data monitoring and data collection based on high quality eCRFs 
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guarantees complete and timely recording, handling and storage of data and documents. The PhD-

student and research nurse will also be responsible for collecting the quality of life questionnaires. 

 

Central Data management 

The central data manager will maintain quality of documentation by local data managers in the eCRF, 

and clarify mistakes where necessary. The central data manager develops the eCRFs, adds 

participating hospitals to the database, tests the database, and informs the local data managers about 

how to use the database. Furthermore, the central data manager keeps the Trial Master File 

according to GCP guidelines. In case of uncertainties or questions in the eCRF, additional queries for 

the local data managers may be formulated by the central data manager. 

Local Data management 

Data is registered by the treating physician in the patient file, and registered in the eCRF by the local 

data manager. 

 

10.3 Amendments  

Amendments are changes made to the research after a favourable opinion by the accredited METC has 

been given. All amendments will be notified to the METC that gave a favourable opinion.  

All substantial amendments will be notified to the METC and to the competent authority. 

Non-substantial amendments will not be notified to the accredited METC and the competent authority, 

but will be recorded and filed by the sponsor. 

  

A ‘substantial amendment’ is defined as an amendment to the terms of the METC application, or to 

the protocol or any other supporting documentation, that is likely to affect to a significant degree: 

-   the safety or physical or mental integrity of the subjects of the trial; 

-   the scientific value of the trial; 

-   the conduct or management of the trial; or 

-   the quality or safety of any intervention used in the trial. 

 

10.4 Annual progress report 

The sponsor/investigator will submit a summary of the progress of the trial to the accredited METC 

once a year. Information will be provided on the date of inclusion of the first subject, numbers of 

subjects included and numbers of subjects that have completed the trial, serious adverse events/ 

serious adverse reactions, other problems, and amendments.  
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10.5 Temporary halt and (prematurely) end of study report 

The investigator/sponsor will notify the accredited METC of the end of the study within a period of 8 

weeks. The end of the study is defined as the last patient’s last visit.  

 The sponsor will notify the METC immediately of a temporary halt of the study, including the 

reason of such an action.   

 In case the study is ended prematurely, the sponsor will notify the accredited METC within 15 

days, including the reasons for the premature termination. 

  Within one year after the end of the study, the investigator/sponsor will submit a final study report 

with the results of the study, including any publications/abstracts of the study, to the accredited 

METC.  

The sponsor will notify the accredited METC and the competent authority of the end of the study 

within a period of 90 days. The end of the study is defined as the last patient’s last visit.  

 

10.6 Public disclosure and publication policy 

Patients are entitled to public disclosure of the results of the trial on the basis of their participation in 

it. The results of research will be submitted for publication to peer-reviewed scientific journals.  

Agreements with respect to participation in publication were made before the start of the trial. 

Authorship is granted to all people of the project group. Besides the project group and research 

fellows, authorship is granted to the local investigator of each center when at least ten patients are 

included in the trial and when substantial contribution to the trial (e.g. full completion of CRF or 

intellectual input) is made. Every other people who made substantial contribution to the trial will be 

added to the collaborator list. 
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Appendix: 
 
A: Organogram 
B: Trial design 
C: Post-operative algorithm 
D: Pro-active management algorithm 
E: Schema te doorlopen stappen voor deelnemers 
F: Risk assessment 
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Appendix A: Organogram 
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Appendix B: Trial Design 
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Appendix C: Post-operative algorithm 
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Appendix D: Pro-active management algorithm 
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Appendix E: Schema te doorlopen stappen voor deelnemers 
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F: Risk assessment 
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